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PYT acknowledges the original inhabitants of the Fairfield area, the people of the Darug Nation.
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Reports

artistic director’s
report
2015 was artistically dynamic and politically challenging, however PYT still managed thrive, developing and building
strong partnerships both locally and nationally with leading arts companies. PYT premiered two major productions in 2015,
our large-scale community engaged project LITTLE BAGHDAD premiered in July, and JUMP FIRST, ASK LATER our
collaboration with Force Majeure premiered in Fairfield in September.
LITTLE BAGHDAD was a huge success both with our local engagement of the Australian-Iraqi community of Fairfield and
was critically acclaimed for the form and content of the work. LITTLE BAGHDAD encompassed three phases: The Long
Table dinner parties, Lets Party Like its 620BC installation and performance event, and 1001 Nights in Fairfield exhibition
presented at the Fairfield Museum and Gallery. The event received PYT’s first ever FBI SMAC award nomination. PYT are
incredibly proud of our on-going relationship with the local Iraqi-Australian community of Fairfield and hope to continue our
work together into the future.
In August, Force Majeure moved into the building and together we worked with our young company in residence the
Dauntless Movement Crew to create JUMP FIRST, ASK LATER. Directed by acclaimed choreographer Byron Perry, this
work enjoyed a sell out season and invited new audiences into PYT. The outcomes of this partnership were truly wonderful:
JUMP FIRST is being presented at the Sydney Opera House and the Arts Centre Melbourne in 2016, a stunning example
of the potential of supportive creative partnerships and the huge talent of the young artists in Fairfield.
PYT also launched MOTION PICTURES, a new development of the Shortcuts Festival, directed by artists Kate Blackmore
and David Capra. MOTION PICTURES was also nominated for an FBI SMAC award.
The PYT Ensemble continued with our young artists training weekly and produced the outcome TEAM AUSTRALIA:
STORIES FROM FAIRFIELD which was presented as part of the ATYP Cameo season.
Alongside these major works PYT launched our PILOTS program with theatre maker and educator Kate Worsley. PILOTS
is our new drop-in program for 14-18years old and works to develop and support potential new Ensemble members.
Alongside this drop-in program, PYT selected three artists from our Ensemble to become performing arts teachers for
PILOTS through our CO-PILOTS initiative. The first year was very successful and two young artists from PILOTS have
been invited to become part of the Ensemble program.
Our Accessibilities program was also a huge success with artists Linda Luke and Heidrun Lohr working with Woodville
Alliance to create a gorgeous photographic book, video and performance, BEING MOVED.
Alongside this PYT engaged four artists in residence, curated ARTBAR for the MCA and launched our year with a major
party. At the end of the year we also had to say farewell to our General Manager Melissa Messulam who moved back to
Miami, USA. We thank her for her hard work and dedication throughout the last 15months, we will miss her.
In 2015 PYT cemented itself as a significant arts organisation in Western Sydney we are proud of our high calibre works,
created in collaboration by our outstanding local young artists.
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Karen Therese
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Reports

chairperson’s report
To say that the past year of activity for Powerhouse Youth Theatre has been eventful, would be the understatement of the year.
When I joined the board of PYT as chair after its 2015 Annual General Meeting, the board and staff were incredibly
optimistic about the future of the organisation. PYT had secured fantastic partnerships for presentations including
Australian Theatre for Young People, the Museum of Contemporary Art and the Sydney Opera House. At the time I
joined it was undertaking the development of a new, collaborative work with Force Majeure and members of DMC.
The following day, then Arts Minister George Brandis announced a reallocation of $104 million in Australia Council
funding to a ministerial fund. After the previous year of PYT re-establishing itself with a new Director and General
Manager, creating foundational relationships with the people of Fairfield, establishing high-level partnerships and a
new channel for open communication with our funders, we were devastated to hear that our sector was under threat.
The Directorate and Board of PYT were quick to engage with arts advocacy to counteract and demonstrate against
the funding changes. At this time, there was a lot of confusion about what had happened, and how, and PYT took a
leadership role in the sector. Both Director Karen Therese and myself made submissions to the Senate Inquiry and
I represented PYT at a meeting with the Shadow arts minister, Mark Dreyfus as well as Greens MP Scott Ludlam in
Canberra. We were successful in being represented in the NSW Parliament by our local member, Chris Bowen who
read from a statement sent to his office by Karen Therese and myself. We both continue to be involved at the frontline
of this situation, which is yet to be resolved.
PYT has been one of the fortunate few youth-based arts organisations in Australia to receive funding from the
Australia Council in this latest round, where 65 arts organisations were defunded. We have increased our funding from
both ArtsNSW and the Australia Council and we look ahead with a sense of stability after a very trying year.
While our roles of Director (Karen Therese) and Office Manager and Associate-Producer (Caitlin Gibson) have
remained stable over this time, we have experienced a lot of transition in the role of General Manager over the past
twelve months. Melissa Messalum left the organisation to return to Miami, Florida in September 2015. We were joined
by Emi Fallon (nee Forster) to cover the role temporarily from September 2015 to February 2016 and we are presently
joined by Amanda Wright, who we hope will continue in her role after her maternity leave which will begin at the end of
October 2016.
As a Board, over this difficult time of funding insecurity, we have been very conscious of raising our Board numbers. We
have been joined by Bec Allen, Omid Tofighian, Stephanie Duverge, Rob Fallon, Stephen Boyle and myself since the last
AGM. This increase in Board numbers will enable us to be more active in the establishment of subcommitties that are
intended to support the efforts of our small staff and to raise sponsor and philanthropic support for the organisation.
I would like to thank the Board for their outstanding efforts in 2016, and congratulate the Board and staff of PYT for
their ambition and determination in pushing the organisation towards its exciting futures.
Rebecca Dean
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Reports

statistics
PYT has been through a massive period of growth over the past 3 years, since Karen Therese took over the reigns as
Artistic Director. Since 2013 we have doubled the amount of young people we work with, increased our employment of
artists by 277% and have grown our audiences by a whopping 847%
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pyt key statistics

2013

2014

2015

Number of new works developed

1

4

26

Number of new works produced

2

1

20

Number of artists employed

35

54

132

Number of young people participating

313

380

621

Total Audiences

700

727

6631

Annual Turnover

$304,473

$327,447

$489,580
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Productions/Events

NEED PHOTO

jump first, ask later
dates:
Rehearsals

13 July – 14 August

Performances

PYT, 17 – 22 August

key artists:
Byron Perry, DMC, Luke Smiles,
Sean Bacon, Karen Therese
and Bec Allen.

description:

partners/sponsors:

A unique collaboration between
PYT, Force Majeure and Dauntless
Movement Crew (DMC), Jump First,
Ask Later is a major new intercultural
Australian dance theatre work
choreographed by Byron Perry.
Jump First, Ask Later is an urban
choreographic portrait of the streets
of Fairfield.

Force Majeure
Dauntless Movement Crew
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

statistics:
Artists Employed: 10

DMC are a group who are dedicated
to the philosophies and movement
practices of parkour. This work tells the
collective stories of the young members
of DMC, all aged between 18-26
years, who live in Fairfield and who all
share proud cultural heritages. This
new dance work ultimately highlights
their deep connection to each other,
to their individual cultural backgrounds
and to their city of Fairfield through
the development of a unique verbatim
text, fused with choreography and
conceptual design structures.

Young People Participating: 6
Audience Numbers: 854

Following on from an incredibly
successful 2015 season at PYT,
Jump First, Ask Later is touring to
Sydney Opera House and the Arts
Centre Melbourne in 2016.

“Astonishing work. It is an entirely recommended
experience for all ages. Inspiration plus. Exhilrating.”
Kevin Jackson, Theatre Diary
10
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Productions/Events

NEED PHOTO

little baghdad
dates:

description:

Pre-production May – June

Little Baghdad was a cross art form
event developed in collaboration with the
Iraqi – Australian community in Fairfield.

Long Table
Presentations

PYT, 25-27 June

Let’s Party like it’s 620BC
Pre-production PYT, 22 – 3 July
Presentations PYT, 10-12 July
1001 Nights in Fairfield Exhibition
Fairfield Museum, Aug - Nov

artists:
Nicole Barakat, Zanny Begg, Bashar
Hanna and the Choir of Love, Zahra
Alsamawi, Oliver Slewa, Province,
Sean Bacon, Karen Therese, Victoria
Spence, Benjamin Radburn and Jiva
Parthapan

Little Baghdad was an immersive
Iraqi cultural experience that
transformed PYT’s façade, gallery
and theatre space into a Middle
Eastern cultural Bazaar. Little
Baghdad was a celebration of Iraqi
history and culture, traversing the
ancient histories of Baghdad and
its spice trades and markets, to
the complex wars that engulf the
contemporary city of Baghdad. The
work examined how these histories
have shaped and informed the lives
and cultures of Iraqi Australians.

partners/sponsors:
The NSW Service for the Treatment
and Rehabilitation of Torture and
Trauma Survivors (STARRTS).
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

statistics:
Artists Employed: 43

Little Baghdad was articulated
through 3 distinct presentations:
1.THE HUNTING PARTY:
A series of live art Iraqi dinner
party installations, engaging critical
dialogue on current issues facing the
Iraqi community, presented by The
Hunting Party in collaboration with
the Little Baghdad artistic team.
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3.1001 NIGHTS IN FAIRFIELD:
Little Baghdad continued as a
contemporary art exhibition at
Fairfield Museum and Gallery for
three months.

2.LET’S PARTY LIKE IT’S 620BC:
A immersive performance installation
and party presented across 3 days
and nights at PYT, incorporating
professional and community
presentations, ceremonies,
performances and feasts culminating
into one big Arabian dance party.

Young People Participating: 28
Audience Numbers: 3522
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Productions/Events

NEED PHOTO

team australia:
stories from fairfield
dates:
Rehearsals

September

Performances

PYT, 8 – 10 October

Performances

ATYP, 19 - 24 October

key artists:
Karen Therese, Sean Bacon, Kym
Vercoe, PYT Ensemble

description:

partners/sponsors:

Team Australia: Stories from Fairfield
is a new work written and devised
by the PYT Ensemble, all young
artists from the Fairfield region. This
work is intimate, irreverent and deeply
political, because being a young
migrant from Western Sydney, how
can it not be? Team Australia offers
seven perspectives on The Ensemble’s
experiences as young Australian
artists.

ATYP
Fairfield City Council
Neeta City Shopping Centre
Clea Pastoral Company Pty Ltd
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

statistics:
Artists Employed: 13

Team Australia premiered at PYT
in October followed by a second
season as part of Australian Theatre
for Young People (ATYP)’s ‘Cameo
program’.

Young People Participating: 7
Audience Numbers: 273

Team Australia is the direct outcome
of our annual PYT Ensemble program.
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Productions/Events

NEED PHOTO

motion pictures
dates:
Screenings

description:
17-18 April

artists:
Kate Blackmore, David Capra
(curators)

Motion Pictures is a unique cinematic
event for Western Sydney that pays
tribute to A.J. Beszant’s pioneering
role in the development of Australia’s
film industry and his dedication to
building culture and community
cohesion through cinema in the
Western Suburbs.
Motion Pictures promotes the
Western Sydney experience through
cinema and to re-establish the
region as the heart of Australian
screen culture. Launched in 2015
as a locally oriented event, Motion
Pictures became a festival that
included presentations by some of
Australia’s most outstanding video
artists, film designers and directors.
The festival included a film and video
art exhibition, an historical walking
tour of Fairfield’s old cinemas and the
presentation of six short films made by
young Western Sydney film makers as
part of the inaugural Beszant Award
that celebrated outstanding young film
making in the region.

The festival concluded with
a performance by electronic
media artist Pia Van Gelder in an
abandoned Fairfield cinema.
The Beszant Award, shown as part
of the bigger Motion Pictures Film
Festival screened the six finalist films
made by young Western Sydney
residents. The Motion Pictures
Festival was nominated for a Sydney
Music and Cultural Award.

partners/sponsors:
Asset Group Solutions
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

statistics:
Artists Employed: 3
Young People Participating: 23
Audience Numbers: 87

‘Motion Pictures’ charismatic hosts David Capra and Kate Blackmore,
its air of intimacy and community, its traversal of the streets of
Fairfield, its respect for history and its openness to the diversity of
screen forms old, new and to come made for an unflaggingly engaging
and informative experience.’
Keith Gallasch, RealTime Arts
16
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Productions/Events

NEED PHOTO

the dance
dates:
Rehearsal
& workshops:

October- December

Presentation:

December

artists:
Linda Luke, Heidrun Lohr, artists
from Woodville Alliance

description:

partners/sponsors:

PYT have devised a two-year
strategy to develop meaningful
engagement and high calibre
creative outcomes with our
community of artists with disability.

Woodville Alliance
Fairfield City Council
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

The Dance was a collaboration
between a choreographer,
photographer and mixed abilities
artists from the Fairfield Region.

statistics:

The Dance was developed through a
series of workshops that explore the
extraordinary power our bodies have
to move and to dance. The workshop
series culminated in the creation of
an extraordinary photographic book,
an exhibition of still and animated
photographs, and a live dance
performance, coinciding with the
International Day of People Living
With Disability.

Young People Participating: 2

Artists Employed: 4

Audience Numbers: 58

“Everybody’s body is unique. Everybody’s body is poetic.
We all have the capacity to move to a personal song that is within us.”
Linda Luke, Choreographer
18
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Touring

NEED PHOTO

in this fairfield:
romeo and juliet
in the west
dates:
Rehearsals

9 – 17 March

Performances

Riverside Theatres,
18 – 21 March

key artists:
David Williams, Kate Worsley,
James Brown, Andy Ko and the PYT
Ensemble

description:

partners/sponsors:

After two hugely successful seasons
in 2014 at PYT and ATYP, In This
Fairfield: Romeo and Juliet in
the West was presented as part
of Parramatta Riverside’s 2015
program.

Parramatta Riverside Theatre
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

In This Fairfield is a new Australian
theatre work performed, written and
devised by the PYT Ensemble and
high school students from Fairvale
High School and Miller Technical
High School in collaboration with
acclaimed theatre makers David
Williams and Kate Worsley.

statistics:
Artists Employed: 13
Young People Participating: 8
Audience Numbers: 854

Using Shakespeare’s classic tale
as a starting point, the project
investigates ideas of love and family
amongst the historic divisions in
Fairfield, the most culturally diverse
region in Australia. Part verbatim
theatre, part urban Shakespearean
tragedy, In This Fairfield is a new
bilingual contemporary performance
work from Western Sydney’s leading
emerging artists.
PYT presented the work at the
Riverside Theatres to local schools
over 3 days, with 2 general
performances in the evenings.
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Professional &
Community Development

pyt ensemble
dates:

description:

partners/sponsors:

January - December

The new PYT Ensemble program
focuses on the training and
development of outstanding
emerging Australian theatre artists
from Western Sydney. The PYT
Ensemble program offers selected
artists a significant year long
professional development opportunity
that includes weekly training
sessions, networking opportunities,
skills development, mentoring, and
attendance at festivals and shows.
The PYT Ensemble produce one
major work a year.

Fairfield City Council
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

key artists:
David Robertts, Jackson Stewart,
Amanda Sullo, Monica Kumar, Luke
Cignarella, Barbara Schefer and
Mahdi Mohammadi

statistics:
Artists Employed: 5
Young People Participating: 8

In 2015, alongside their usual
training, the PYT Ensemble
performed their 2014 work In This
Fairfield at Parramatta Riverside,
participated for six months in the
leadership program Pilots and
premiered their 2015 major work
Team Australia: Stories of Fairfield

“(The Ensemble is) a learning experience and also an opportunity to
work with some of the best independent theatre makers in Sydney. It’s
a program with an outcome designed to both entertain and educate
audience and performers alike. That’s what most excites me – the
opportunity to learn and grow whilst creating new work that I’m
passionate about, with people I value both as artists and mentors.”
Luke Cignarella, Senior Ensemble Member
22
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Professional &
Community Development

pilots
dates:
Outreach phase
February
Development phase
March – August

key artists:
Kate Worsely, Co-Pilots: Monica
Kumar, Luke Cignarella and David
Robertts

description:
PILOTS is a three-tired leadership
and professional development
initiative to engage young
people from refugee and migrant
backgrounds in the performing arts.
1.OUTREACH
Targeting refugee and migrant high
school students aged 13-18yrs,
PYT promoted Pilots to schools and
community groups in the region.

partners/sponsors:
Crown Resorts Foundation & the
Packer Family Foundation
Fairfield City Council
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

statistics:
Artists Employed: 4

2.LEADERSHIP Co-PILOTS.
Kate Worsley also created a
leadership and training program for
the PYT Ensemble (aged 18-26yrs)
engaging them in performance
teacher training. From The
Ensemble, artists Monica Kumar,
Luke Cignarella and David Robertts
were employed as Co-Pilots.

Young People Participating: 30

3.CREATIVE INNOVATION.
During school holiday periods, young
people were invited to engage in
intensive five-day workshops to
diversify and intensify their skill base
has
given me
the opportunity
in performance
making.

“The PILOTS program
to foster my
skills as a teaching facilitator and performer. In the short time of this
programs duration I have seen an immense improvement in my students
collaborative and individual performative abilities.”
Monica Kumar, CO-PILOT facilitator
24
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&
New Work:Professional
Development
Community Development

funpark
dates:
workshops
event

6-18 July
19 July

key artists:
Province, Curiousworks, Bunny
Hoopstar, The Pioneers, Dauntless
Movement Crew

description:

partners:

Funpark is committed to sustained
creative engagement within the Mt
Druitt community. The 2015 Funpark
event included performances, music,
installations of video works, walking
tours, workshops and community
engagement opportunities.

Bidwill Uniting
Blacktown Arts Centre
Curiousworks
The Urban Neighbours of Hope
Australia Council for the Arts
Arts NSW

statistics:
Artists Employed: 15
Young People Participating: 352
Audience Numbers: 172
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New Work:Professional
Development
&
Community Development

artist in residence
program
dates:

All year round.

artists:
Josipa Draisma, Katie Green, Mahdi
Mohammadi, Opal Vapour (Jade
Dewi Tya Tunggal, Rita Soemardjo,
Paula van Beek)

description:

statistics:

In 2013 PYT established its Artist
In Residence program offering
professional arts practitioners the
opportunity to spend up to three
weeks in Fairfield to develop their
work and engage with the local
community.

Young People Participating: 2
Audience Numbers: 130

An integral part of our Artist In
Residence program is for guest
artists to engage in creative
exchange with our PYT Ensemble,
sharing their practice to foster
knowledge and skills in contemporary
arts, through either a master class or
a series of workshops.

“I would recommend PYT to artists who are interested in collaborating
with culturally diverse and migrant communities, and to artists from
diverse backgrounds themselves. It is a safe space to practice in. It is
also a great space to take risks and to experiment, you are not expected
to deliver concrete outcomes or a polished work on completion of your
residency and you will be supported, even if you fail!”
Katie Green, Artist-in-Residence 2015
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Commissions

the motion room
dates:

description:

partners/sponsors:

artists:

The Motion Room is a long-term
project that addresses the drivers of
structural disadvantage, including
the human service environment
in specific areas within Western
Sydney. It will operate for a 5-year
period between 2014 and 2019.
The Motion Room aims to bring
neighbourhoods that are close to one
another in the 2168/2171 Postcode
Areas, yet which are socially
disconnected, into relationship with
one another with the aim of more
equitably spreading the benefits of
growing economic development

Commissioned by Think+Do Tank

January – May.

Mahdi Mohammadi, Katie Green,
Province, Monica Kumar

statistics:
Artists Employed: 6
Young People Participating: 3
Audience Numbers: 33

Think+Do Tank has commissioned
PYT to develop the Initial Artistic
Program through a number of artistic
provocations whether dramatic,
musical, performative or in any other
form. The purpose of the artistic
provocations is to activate public
space; to engage local residents; to
promote local participation; and to
provoke public conversations about
The Motion Room and its objectives.
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Staff & Board

staff + board
staff
Artistic Director:

Karen Therese

General Manager:

Melissa Messulum (Jan – Sept)
Emi Forster (from Sept)

Administrator:

Caitlin Gibson

board
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Chair:

Bec Dean

Deputy Chair:

Brianna Munting

Treasurer:

Geoff Moses

Board Members:

Donna Abela
Bec Allen
Brenda Bedewi
Stephanie Duverge
Omid Tofighani
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Financial Statements

financial statements
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Supporters

supporters
major supporters:

Australia Council

Arts NSW

Fairfield City Council

PYT is funded by the Australian Government Department of Social Services

project supporters:
Crown Resorts Foundation & The Packer Family Foundation
Community Building Partnerships
Darin Cooper Foundation
Asset Group Solutions
Neeta City Shopping Centre
Clea Pastoral Company PL
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Powerhouse Youth Theatre
Fairfield School of Arts, 19 Harris St, Fairfield, NSW 2165
PO Box 274, Fairfield NSW 1860
P 02 9724 6077
www.pyt.com.au
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